I’m So Confident You Will Want My $197 “Quick-Link”
Marketing System, I’ll Let You Sample it for Just $14.95

It’s Easier To Go F/T When You Are Earning $200
Per Day and Creating a Few Downlines All at Once!
Learn To Sponsor More People in a Month Than Most Networkers Sponsor in a Year!
Paramus, N.J.—Earning real money with any
work-at-home program is hard. Some would even
say it’s easier to teach a fish to ride a bicycle than it
is to build a residual monthly check of $5,000 or
more. That’s how it was for me. Hard. Plus, there’s
nothing worse than being in a program with other
people making $2,500 or more per week and its been
months and you still haven’t gotten one person to
pay you $500 to $1,500 for your “2-Up” product.
Then it hit me right over my head.

ALMOST LIKE LIGHTENING!
But even in programs that promise $500 to $1,000
in your pocket per sale, it still takes a month of
Sunday’s just to break even. That, plus having to
feed your sponsor a few sales BEFORE you even
come close to getting your money back—–good
gravy. Can you say “Chinese water torture!”
I know you know what I mean. Not only that, but I
used to feel like a Dweeb too. Only because it gets to
you when no matter how hard you work or how
smart you are, there you are. Standing there. Holding
your hat and thinking like, “how long can I keep this
up if I can’t even make BACK the money I spent!”
Ouch! Okay, so anyway, once, I bought a batch of
real-time leads and called a bunch of people who
were either not home or who harpooned me with,
“how’d you get my number!” Great. Now I found
another way to lose money. Hold on though, here’s
the part my “Bride” will never let me live down….

BECAUSE I STOOPED SO LOW......
I would even loiter around town waiting to “bump”
into someone and offer them an “opportunity”. I read
that in a book. By some (yawn) MLM “Guru.” But
the the results were goose eggs. Double zeros. Not to
mention how totally low class that made me feel.
That’s when I threw up my hands. I decided never to
speak to a soul about my “short cut to meg-a-bucks”
until they asked me first. But how? How would I
pull this off? Hmm....

LIKE PIGS FEEDING AT A TROUGH
But things changed. I ended up with a humongous
downline and I had more people than ever. So did
my downline. It was like pigs feeding at a trough.

I OUT SMARTED THE LOOKY-LOOS!
Did my “system” work? I’d say. Picture a stampede!
Wads of people. Over 8,314 actually. Like standing
outside of a Wal-Mart at 7:55a.m. on their super sale
days. How come? I suppose because I created a
“system” that would bring me loads of eager
Beavers with money in their hands.
How? It’s easy. All I did was make it irresistible.
Everyone has $14.95. Plus the guarantee is kewl.

SORT... SELECT + SPEAK + SEARCH +
SELL AND SPONSOR FOR YOU!
Okay, I’ll explain. We’ve all seen auto-responders and
Ebooks right? No biggy. But (and this is a big but)
what I did was string a ton of tools together. Putting
them together was what set this so far apart from the
competition. Here’s an example: This ad takes you to
an 800 number which takes you to a website that then
brings people to a live nightly conference call which
then excites people enough to download my GENETIC
CODE eBook. Admit it. That’s a pretty darn big sales
funnel. But it has to be. To get all of those $197 orders.

HERE’S PRECISELY WHY IT WORKED
It “worked” (polite word for landslide) because—and
get this part because this is critical too—it over
indulged the prospect. There was no overt “pitch”
because the machines were doing the selling. What
happens is prospects end up selling themselves. Like it
was their idea. To send you money I mean. You see,
this “system” is based on the “show me, don’t sell me”
mentality and prospects eat it (love) up. They get reams
of information. Now add to that a dorky little $14.95
“prove it Joe or gimme my money back” and sakes
alive. That’s how you get lines of people to come back
with their $197 to buy the complete system. From you.

I Call This The Quick-Link System
I’ll fess up. I was selfish. I got scared. Nothing worked.
I was a regular MLM “nerd”. I was. So I selfishly built
the Quick Link. That way, I could earn daily cash flow
and build a residual one, all at the same time.

This Part is Probably The Most Important
Here’s the hidden variable that would go unnoticed if I
didn’t explain it to everyone and it’s this. Instead of
trying to convince absolute strangers to quit their deal
and join mine, I went in the complete opposite
direction. All I did was devise a cash flow system that
everyone could use and make money with instead of
trying to locate a small 1% to 3% to join my MLM.

Trust Me, I’m No Saint. Just Ask My Wife.
By creating a cash flow system that all 100% of the
people could use, my obvious advantage was now my
monopoly share because now you and me can earn
money from everyone, not just a poultry few who you
can get to flip into your opportunity. That was the
smart part. Plus, even though the big $197 program
pays dealers $100 per sale, it’s easier to sell when
everyone can test it for only a lousy little $14.95.

Hear My Recorded 24 Hr. Tel-A-Seminar
(24 Hrs) 1-888 209-2809 Ext: 37
Everyone Pays You Cash. Earn Cash Daily.
See Pg. #5 and Get Started Now.

Joe Schroeder Just One-Upped Himself
After you get my two CD program for fourteen
ninety-five, you can decide to upgrade and to
actually be a dealer of this program. That’s $197
and comes with my six (6) CD program. Dealers
earn $100 per course and buyers actually pay you,
not me. This way, you can create your own leads
and make daily cash flow all at the same time. But
you have probably never heard of me. So test me.
Try the system with zero risk. No one gets hurt at
only fourteen clams plus this gets piles of people
sending you cash orders because who doesn’t have
fourteen bucks? Especially if it’s risk-free and
people can keep everything, even if they ask for a
refund. But they don’t. Many people UPGRADE to
“the whopper” for $197. There you earn $100 per
sale but only if you yourself also own the $197
package. You can start slow or go whole hog and
order the $197 Speed Enrollers course. Sweet!

HERE’S THE BOTTOM LINE
With my two CD program and Book you have to
believe this is the greatest marketing course on
Planet Earth or don’t pay for it. Just send back the
cover of the book TORN in half for a complete
100% no-questions refund. Thirty days. Try it for
thirty days and change your life forever.
** “CHAOS TO CASH” course! Just $14.95!
** TWO (2) CD Tapes & 20 Page manual!
** Live Coaching call and free 100+ Pg. Ebook.
Delmae Bower
USA: 469 287 7970
Australian Mobile: 0428 361 365
Buy Here Now : www.Chaos-to-Cash.com
Delmae@my-homebased-business.com
You can become a reseller and use this report.
Get back to the person who introduced you
The 09 Network

Start Now. Only $14.95!
You can test-drive my system now and learn how
to earn thousands of dollars per week using the
system I have used to build sales organizations
toppling 5,000 active distributors. Or, you can
“save” your fifteen bucks and be no better off in
thirty days. Me? I’ll still be earning $1,000+ daily.
Everything is just fourteen ninety five. Not fifty
nine or even twenty nine ninety nine. Nope. Just
$14.95. Tack on $3 for shipping for a total of
$17.95. Plus everything is 100% money back
guaranteed for 30 days. To order right now
simply call the phone # above or mail your $17.95
to Diane Hochman. Quick—one more thing. Look,
in bleeding times like this, we’ve got to forego
running with the average herd of networkers. Most
are broke and what I’m about to unravel could
keep you off of the slaughter house floor. Sure this
takes some elbow grease. But it’s simple. Bottom
line? My system will make you money, blow your
mind or my name it not...
Joe Schroeder
Copyrights 2007 Schroeder Publishing

Most Networkers Commit Self-Mutilation And Aren’t Even Aware They Are Set-Up to Fail

What Will Be Hot in 2007 are User Community Sites
That Create Predicable Webs of Consumption Driven
Consumers. Create 3-4-5-6 Checks Per Month, Not One!

Because of the speed of

100+ Page Joe Schroeder eCourse

Written in June 06
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Chapter 5
Silent Power. The Millionaire’s Signature Secret!

Go now @ www.ZombieMarketing.net

Marketing Up: Merge Your List to a Connected Society of Repeat Buyers
** Any real system has to be predictable and it MUST thread your list into a position to purchase repeatedly.
** The system must patiently retail items before it upgrades your buyers into the residual subscription model.
** Think. It’s easier to sponsor a known buyer who likes what you sell than to recruit a stranger out of nowhere.
** It takes the same energy to sell a $20 item or a $200 item. There is more money faster with bigger programs.
** If the system is not integrated to both ON line and OFF line sales, it’s not a system. It’s an illusion of one.
What We Actually Sell: In the end, you sell a duplicatable subscriber “auto-ship” system. Not products.
** We sell control. We offer Networkers more control than anyone has ever offered them before in Networking.
** The business you are in is the PEOPLE business. What you sell is a duplicatable business system.
** People who sell “MLM” traditionally are selling PRODUCTS and they historically fail.
** My Program QUICK-LINK NATION is the largest, biggest and most sophisticated system in the industry.
Here is a Paradigm Shift For You: Asset Building is Far Richer Than Trying to Build [just] a Downline.

MLM is a liability for most people because it COSTS them money to participate.
** When you become a TRUE direct marketing wiz, your goal is to turn everything you touch into an asset.
** We connect people to a retail sale, then to another one and you can earn over and over on the same buyers.
** Mis-marketing is thinking anything short of a system that can induce 10,000 subscribers to join under you.
** In contrast, the “Networker” doesn’t have enough assets bundled together to make any serious income.
** What you sell, whatever you sell, is not your business. That’s what you sell. The business model is bigger.

We Are Not a “Downline Club.” I created the largest affiliate platform in the industry.
** I create “systems” that CREATE CASH flow and a system that creates leads all at the same time.
** Quick-Link gives you MORE marketing POWER and CONTROL than any other program on earth.
** If your affiliate programs doesn’t let you CONTROL the list AND the revenue you must be stuck back in 2005.
Is it Live or Memorex? Hear JOE SCHROEDER 24 Hrs. @ 1-888 209-2809 Ext 37
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At a Glance:

The QuickQuick-Link System
Mis-Marketing is using an affiliate site that isn’t attached to your own auto-responder.
No one else offers this because they are trying to capture your leads and build a list through you.
Mis-Marketing is retailing an affiliate product and allowing the site owner to collect the funds.
With Quick Link, you control the list and the money. This creates instant cash flow. Why wait to be paid?
Mis-Marketing is selling something that doesn’t have a “back-end” second sale built into it.
Without the continuity of $14.95 then $197 and then $497 you have to start all over with new people.
Mis-Marketing is opening your mouth. If you do, you can only speak to a few people per day.
If you are not funneling 100’s of people into your sales process daily, imagine if you could!
Mis-Marketing is spending money promoting something that can NOT bring back a $100 sale.
Pay yourself today so you can be here next year. Amateurs sell $20 and $40 programs. Pro’s don’t.
Mis-Marketing is trying to sell $500 and $1000 programs without a little $10 and $15 trial offer.
Have you ever waited months and months to sell one $500 or $1,500 program? Ooops. That must be hard!
Mis-Marketing is ignoring the 95% who reject your main program and NOT earning off them.
Now with this system you can earn money from your prospects even if they reject your primary program.
Mis-Marketing is trying to earn residual income without leading with a retail cash flow item.
It’s easier to sponsor 3-5-8 NEW people per month into your program if you have 15-25 retail customers!

If Daniel Webster Was Alive Today He’d Be Rendered
Speechless…..Especially if The Old Goat Knew I was
Going To Leak All of This for Only a Lousy $14.95!
There isn’t a dictionary on earth—–or Marketing Course—–that will show you the precise sequential 1-2-3 steps to earning windfall profits in DIRECT RESPONSE marketing as bountiful or with such precision as what you are about to receive. Now if you are thinking I am some sort of loose cannon or even some “Good Samaritan,” not hardly. You have to
understand that by allowing other people to use my system I get to earn the kind of money I only used to dream about.
The fact is, I have figured out, to the penny actually, how I can rip into the gravy and earn $1,000’s a DAY by
showing you how to make wads of cash flow. Because don’t forget, while I may be losing money on the front-end,
when people order the $14.95 Chaos to Cash——–you and me will pile it on large when better than 32% of those
little darlings UPGRADE and order my $197 Speed Enrollers (8) CD program. Can you say Mercedes Benz #2?

No One In Our Industry Knows One-Fifth of What I am About To
Lace into Your Brain. Furthermore, My System, as You Will Uncover, is Virtually
a Steal Trap and Prospects Will Surrender To You Just As You Are About To Now
I make this vow under oath: You can keep spending $25 to $100 for every “I was so poor and now I am
rich” sales letter and affiliate site until the cows come home. Lord knows you have fallen for those Joe
Schroeder wannabees before. Or—–you can trust me with your lousy little $14.95 and my course will
not only be the last one you ever need and become the NEW standard, but will make all others obsolete.
After You See What a “Joe Schroeder System” is, Everything Else in

Contrast Will Make You Wince!

30 Day 100% Iron-Clad Guarantee. Keep The Course and Get Your Money-Back. Just Test it Now!
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(2) CD Audio Set + Book + 100+ Pg. Ebook + Live Coaching = Just $14.95

If you don’t feel guilty for only paying a lousy little $14.95 for what I will home deliver to your house
and let you peel through and ingest into your business, you simply do not have a heart beat. I predict you
will send me a “THANK YOU” card with a $500 bill inside and write, “I owe you my business!”

A Total Blitzkrieg of Precise 1-2-3 Marketing Cookie Cutter Wisdom
Written so effortlessly that any 12 year old with a “C” average could understand
and use within 10 Minutes of opening “The Secret Scrolls” of Chaos to Cash
You will learn the #1 SECRET behind all money making offers and the GENETIC CODE which makes people
unconsciously submit to offers, any offers, that are woven tightly with what I call the “pecking code.”
Schr-oeder-ized (shrow-der) Adj. —[Short for Quick Link System] 1. A Protégé
who learned from the creator of funded proposal. 1b. Stinking rich F/T Networker.
2. Student of organizational architecture 3. Candidate for dominion. 4. Propensity
for wealth. 5. Hercules recruiter. 6. Someone wealthy using the Quick Link system.

I GUARANTEE you will never tire of opening your e-mail and seeing money in your Pay-Pal account. That’s
because with my system people serenade you with cold hard cash. Ripples and mountains of moohlah. Naturally
and alas, without use of my Genius ad copy and bevy——think war-chest—–of post-cards, website, etc—–this
can’t happen. But as my new Amigo of Good Fortune what’s mine is yours. It’s beauty and the list. Joe Schroeder
Learn the historical MYTH about how “back-ends” are the ultimate cheery-on-top by way of direct response
riches. Well that’s absolute B_ _ _ S&*%! I will teach you the actual MARKETING Physics behind how guys
like me earn $50,000 to $250,000 PER month. Hands down easy and naked to the eyes of the inexperienced. But
hark not. Now you are in my boot-camp and you will be coddled, nurtured and birthed into the ART of direct response MLM and how to twist-lists and how to use the Quick-Link system to gather a war-field of surrendering
prospects. It’s called “it’s only 10:20 a.m. and I have already cleared $500 into my internet Pay-Pal account!

This is Only Scratching The Surface of What I Will Drill Into Your Big Beautiful Brain
I will PROVE TO YOU, with the entire industry spying over our shoulders, how without what I call the “primal
narrative” no organization on earth can survive and how big brands such as Star-Bucks, Oprah Winfrey, Apple
Computer and Krispy Kreme Donuts and—–surprise!—me of course, has used this branding nuance to literally
glue zealots and over anxious fans to them. I didn’t get on the covers of (5) MLM magazines because of my semihandsome good looks, nor did my two (2) Million dollar downlines develop by accident. After I sink the hidden
psychology of the PRIMAL Narrative into your marketing Genius you will own “the source code” of all natural
Millionaires who use this “impulse” motivator in whatever they sell or market. You will be totally dumb-struck.

Here’s How To Flip Those Bone-Head List-Brokers Over On Their A$&!
Who do you think is a principle in the biggest lead company in our industry? That’s right. His initials are “JS” and
that company is run by, that’s right, my downline. Everyday our ad copy brings in thousands of piping hot MLM
leads. Would you expect anything less of me? Tell my partner Glenn Manger (1-973-423-5021) that you are a
friend of mine for a 10% discount. But that’s not the big deal. (go spend lots of money @ Bigactionmedia.net)
The BIG deal is that I will teach you how to create leads just as we do and better than that, I’ll teach you how
to TURN the TABLES on list brokers and why 99.9% of all Networkers are getting hosed every time they
call and order leads from a stranger. And it ain’t pretty either. But who cares! As long as I set the record
straight here I will forever sleep like a baby.

Here is How You Get Paid
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

People see this ad copy.
Your name, phone and Pay-pal is listed.
People order my courses through you.
They pay you.
The buyer faxes page # 5 to us.
But they pay you for my courses FIRST.
You then send me my cut. It’s seamless.

With Killer Ad Copy and a “Drop Ship”
Service to Deliver What You Sell
You Now Have a License to Print Money!
Step 1: Read this ENTIRE letter and get your $14.95 ready in your hands.
Step 2: Go back to the person who sent you here. (see page #5)
Step 3: Pay them the money. We will then “drop ship” the course SAME day.

USE this CUSTOM PDF / USE our Wave-Page / Use our ebook / Use our Splash Page
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Earn $100 For Every $197 “Quick Link” System You Sell
YES or No: Of course! Send the whole $197 Kit plus $20 for shipping. Gimme the $14.95 “Chaos” course FREE. I want that too, free!
YES or No: Nope. Not ready to invest $197. Only toss me the incredible $14.95 teaser course + $3 for shipping. It better be good or else!

Fax This Order Form To Schroeder Publishing For Delivery 1-973-927-7065
Non-Disclosure Must Be Signed if Ordering $197 “Speed Enrollers” Course
I agree that there are no refunds on the $197 program. I agree that I am buying this as information only and no sales have
been promised to me. I agree to receive the six (6) CD audio series that includes the (2 CD) $14.95 “Chaos to Cash” course.
This report CUSTOM personalized is $27 extra. I understand that I am receiving my course through Dealer name who is 100%
responsible for this transaction. If I become a re-seller I understand that I must pay $117 per $217 course that I sell to Schroedder Publishing for my drop ship orders. I then can keep $100 per sale. I want to start now. Send me the whole kit @ $197.

I Agree_____________________________________________________________________Date ___________

Your Benefactor is DELMAE BOWER Who Earns $100 On This $197 Sale
USA: 469 287 7970 Australian Mobile: 0428 361 365
Comtact the person who introduced you to the 09 Network
They can show you how to become a dealer.

Your Name________________________________Home Phone_____________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________________________________State__________________
E-mail Address_____________________________________________________Zip______________

People Pay You $217 and You Forward Headquarters $117 for Delivery
You Earn $100 Per Sale and For $117 we “Drop Ship” Product To Your Buyers!

How To Get Started

Your Mouth Drops Open or Get a Refund

Step 1:

100% Iron-Clad “Drool” Policy on $14.95 Program

Decide what course you want.

If you don’t drool over the greatest CASH FLOW system in the industry, keep the two CD set and book and simply TEAR off the cover of
the book we send you and mail it to Schroeder Publishing @ P.O. BOX
406 Ledgewood, NJ 07852 for a complete $14.95 refund.

Pick the $14.95 or $197
Step 2:

Pay The Affiliate Dealer Above
E-Mail them their money via Pay-Pal
You can call them or e-mail them too
Step 3:

Now Fax This Page to Us
No Inventory. We Deliver For You!
Step 4:

Share this with your friends
Earn $100 per $197 course sold

You have 30 days to TEST THE SYSTEM or it’s Free

Joe Says, “Put up or Shut up!”
Write “Scam” on The Envelope if I am a Liar
Take my dare. Test MY system for thirty (30) days. If it isn’t MORE than I say it is TEAR
MY DARN BOOK COVER in quarters, write “SCAM” on the envelope and mail it back
to me and I will REFUND your $14.95 PLUS include a $5 coupon to BLOCKBUSTER
Video. Embarrass me if I am wrong. Make me PAY you the extra $5 just for the trouble. I
am sick and tired of the CRAP that is being sold in our industry and I am prepared to stand
on stage and have you tar and feather me if my program isn’t the BEST you ever saw!

I Just Added $5 Bucks. Here’s Why.
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And The Fox Said To All of The Little Darling Lambs, “Come to Daddy You Little
Affiliate Morons….Let Me Shear You, Steal Your Traffic & Get Rich in The Process!”
“If you can’t control the sales revenue and the site opt-ins you are getting hosed and don’t even know it.”
Joe Schroeder, MLM Recluse and Affiliate MasterMaster-Mind

All I did was copy the FORMULA of
marketing icons Tony Robbins and Don
LePre. What they did and how they become filthy stinking RICH is obvious to
the trained eye. No wonder I was able to
move out of my little townhouse and into
a 4,342 Sq. foot estate in the rich section
Step 1: Make an irresistible offer and
make the entry price so low that thousands of people raise their hands and say,
“take my money.” Ours is only $14.95.
Step 2: Get 10,000+ people to take your
dare and to order your “front-end” direct
response product for under $20 bucks.

“Joe Schroeder is a CON-MAN B.S. Artist!”
If my $14.95 Chaos to Cash program doesn’t render you speechless and
it’s hogwash crap, send it back and write CON-MAN on the envelope”

Just

once before you die you can
experience what TRUE POWER
looks like as an Internet Marketer
who OWNS the ENTIRE system!

Step 3: AFTER they climb into your system for under $20 bucks, show them a
SECOND product for $100 to $200.
That’s called the “back-end.”

If you are a re-seller for an affiliate program and they are not letting you control the
TRAFFIC, the list and the MONEY you are
being prepared to be slaughtered. “Oh let me
count the ways thy little lost Lambs!”

Step 4: Now close your eyes and watch
them come BACK and spend $200.

Without GREAT Ad Copy This System Doesn’t Work

In marketing that’s called
CONTINUITY. That’s where
after you advertise and sell
your low cost “front-end”
products, the product itself
SELLS the buyer the back-end
products that are $200 & $500.
It’s free money because the
first product sells the 2nd one!
On Television, you never saw
Tony Robbins advertise his
back-end $700 seminars. You
saw his front-end CD set.
That’s how he sold his $700
package. By FIRST selling his
low cost front-end.

“Zombie Marketing”
eCourse
FREE
It Will Make You Cheer!
Ask About It!

Go read pgs. 1-6 again. It’s Genius. This works. Since 1996.

No One Gets Hurt at
$14.95—That’s Why
its Easy to
Sell 50-100 Units
Per Month!

DON’T TRY TO SELL
Our $197 Program!
You Don’t Have To Because…..

Just Let Our Little $14.95
“Chaos to Cash” Course
Do all The Selling!

We Just Out-Foxed Everyone Who Thinks Their
Marketing System is Slick or Even Helping Anyone

Here Are (5) Things They Forgot To Offer You!
(1)We attach your auto-responder to our affiliate site!
(2)We let you earn from three (3) products, not just one.
(3)We put your picture, name and phone on each page!
(4)People PAY YOU THE MONEY—–not us. How HUGE is that!
(5)We home deliver the products. Nothing is “digital.”

Just Added: 100+ Page Pass Code Protected ZOMBIE Members Area on-line!
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I Joe Schroeder Ask You To Stand Next To Me Here. I Am Giving Everyone Power. Help Me Share My Power.

If You Weren’t Born Rich, Didn’t Marry “Money”, Haven’t Won The
Lottery Lately And You Want To Make Big Money in Direct Response
Mail-Order, Without Having To Invest a Year and $25,000 Building it and
Without Having To Call Tire Kickers or Divide Binary Plans or Talk
Anyone into Anything……..Here’s A Plan For The Rest Of Us!

You EARN $100 On Every $197.00 Sale
Which is better? Getting $25 per sale or $100! Sell 10 and earn $1,000 Cash!

Six (6) Hours of Quick-Link System Training on Audio CD!

The “Money Secret” of the people who run the world are three fold: (1) Bigger is better and (2) grab as much of
any market share as you can (quick, think of Microsoft or McDonalds) and (3) sounds like this, “me first!”
You’ve been fooled by family rituals, social convention and lost a ton of money because you laid down. Right or
right? Society is brimming with followers, NOT leaders. Only 3% of us decided to vote on the side of prosperity
and the other 97% work under us. Nature blesses the STRONG and the Hunters will always prevail. Period.
Hail to the chief and whoever says Joe Schroeder is full of himself is certainly right on the money.
My own. As it should be. Always.
WAKE-UP BUCKWHEAT! Cassius Clay didn’t become Muhammad Ali by playing shy and America
would fold if it wasn’t for people with the guts to stand above those without any.
No one remembers “second place” and the last time I checked, every American PRESIDENT since Lincoln never
had a problem with saying, “I am THE BEST.” Anyone who harbors discontent with people who ASK FOR
MONEY must secretly be poor and disrespect every American future President who while running for office cried,
“send me money!” Look, YOU are all you got. UNTIL you can tell everyone how grand you are, everyone will undervalue you and that’s a shame. I decided to make MYSELF my own best friend and like Oprah and the Presidents,
I sell myself. You can too. Decide now to get paid. Decide now to OWN your system through our program. Decide
now to go for $10,000 in the next 30 days. Why not! Why not!—and it’s TIME to BRAND yourself. Not the company!

My Final Thoughts Until I Meet You on Our Leadership Calls
This is about us and how there is far greater security, for all of us, if we join together instead of
independently scattering under the umbrella of “digital” downlines that perpetuate false hope, destruction
through ZERO support and who promote antiquated little pretend systems that if you noticed, weren’t
systems at all; but rather just an excuse to trick people out of their money. Again.
Through 2001 and 2004 it was about, “pick your favorite straight-line automated bizz-opp.”
In the NEW ECONOMY of better networking, there is an uprising and a refreshed demand—and search— for true
authenticity. The now seasoned Networkers, who were burned and taken advantage of before, are now lining up, by the
Millions, in their hunt for their final stamp of expression. Therefore, pick your message well Soldier. The up and comers
and the new future Millionaires are now watching YOU and watching us all. So pick the message that you promote well.
Make sure that what you promote to strangers is safe, authentic and most of all, true. Because your future
and long term networking interests demands that you do. I salute you and I salute your own personal Network.

Strength and Honor,

Joe
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